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LIE ALGEBRA REPRESENTATIONS
OF DIMENSION p - 1

HELMUT  STRADE

Abstract. A semisimple Lie algebra over an algebraically

olosed field of characteristic/) > 2 admitting a faithful representation

of dimension/» — 1 is either a direct sum of classical algebras or the

Witt algebra.

I. Introduction. In this note we discuss simple Lie algebras of charac-

teristic /»>2 by use of filtrations. By a filtration of length r of a simple

Lie algebra L is meant a sequence of subalgebras

L = L_i = L0 => ■ ■ ■ => Lr 3 Lr+i = (0),        Lr * (0),

where L0 is a given proper subalgebra and the remaining algebras are

inductively defined by

L¿+1:= {xeL¡,xL <= LA.

It follows that L,L3c:L¿+i for i+j=-\.

A filtration is said to be long if r=2, short if r=0, maximal if L0 is

a maximal algebra and nilpotent if L0 acts nilpotently on L. Kostrikin

calls Lie algebras which possess a long filtration strongly degenerate.

An important result about Lie algebras which possess a long filtration

is mentioned in [7] by Kostrikin: There exists an element c^O such that

KR*, ■ ■ ■ Rx^Rc = o.

Here Rx means the right multiplication :yRx : =yx.

Proposition 1 expresses this in terms of the length of possible filtrations.

Using this result and a characterization of Lie algebras which possess

no long filtration ([7], [3], [9]), we prove in this note the following

Theorem. Let L be a semisimple Lie algebra over an algebraically

closed field of characteristic p>2 and M a faithful L-module of dimension

p — l. Then L is either a direct sum of classical algebras or the Witt algebra.

The representations of the Witt algebra are well known [2]. The possible

dimensions of the representation modules are/» —1 or pr (r^O). Semi-

simple Lie algebras having a representation of lower dimension than/»—1
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(but >1) are direct sums of simple classical Lie algebras as is shown by

J. B. Jacobs [3].

II. Filtrations. We use the notation (xyz) = (xy)z, xLl: ={xyx • ■ • y¡,

0^j—i), xL°: ={x), where ( ) means the linear span. Let L be a simple

strongly degenerate Lie algebra. A filtration defined by the proper sub-

algebra L0 we denote by ̂ (L0) and the length of this filtration by &^~(L0).

ô(L) means the maximum of ô^(L0) for all proper subalgebras. This

maximum exists, for L is simple and finite dimensional.

Kostrikin proved the existence of an element c^O for which

RrRx •••/{,    Rr = 0,

RcRXl ■ ■ • RXp_3RcRVl - • • Rv„^Rc = °
hold [6].

Proposition 1.   (a) ô(L)^.p—3.

(b) Ifô(L)=k, then there exists an element c e L with /{„/{^ • • • RXiRc = 0

for all i=k—\ ifk is even and i=k—2 if k is odd.

Proof, (a) Using an element c satisfying (*) we define L0:=ker Re

This is a proper subalgebra containing (cLv~3); so ô^(L0)^.p—3.

(b) LetJ^LoJbe a filtration of length A:. If k=2m +1 then (cx0 • • • xA e

Lx for all i=k—2 and any c e Lk. Thus (cx0 ■ • • xtc)=0 and RcRXl • ■ •

RxRc=0. lfk=2m, c e Lk, then

((cxx ■ ■ • xA(cyx ■ ■ ■ y A) e Lk^+k^ = (0)   if i + j < k.

Therefore it holds that

0 = ((cxx ■ ■ ■ xm)(cxx ■ ■ ■ xj) = (-l)m(cx2 ■ ■ ■ x2mc).

By linearization it follows that (cyx ■ ■ • y2mc)=0 for all y¡ e L.

Proposition 2.    There exists a nilpotent filtration of length ^/»—3.

Proof.    Using an element c satisfying (*) we define

L0:=(cn~3) c kerRc.

L0 is a proper subalgebra, and b!F(L<\~^.p — 3. We prove that L0 acts

nilpotently on L:

R(cxpx-3) ■ ■ ■ R(cxl~3)

= 2 «(¿j, • • •, in)R(xxrR(c)R(xx)p-3-ilR(x2)i'R(c) ■ ■ ■ R(c)R(xn)p-3-i\

If p—3—ij+ii+i<p—3 and p—3—ij+x+ij+2^p—3 for some y then this

summand equals 0 by (*). Thus assume ij+2>i, for all y = 1, • • • , «—2. It
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follows that i2r+x=r which is impossible if n>2(/»—2). By linearization

the result follows.

The natural number Ô(L) is closely connected with the concept of height

of a Lie algebra mentioned by Kostrikin [6]. The height A(L, x) of L with

respect to x is defined to be the minimal index n for which (xLn) = L. Then

A(L), the maximum of A(x, L) over all x in L, he called the height of the

simple Lie algebra L. We get a filtration of length A(L, x)—2 by the

following construction.

Define L0:={ze L\(zL)cxLA(L'x)-1}. If zx, z2 e L0 then

((zxz2)u) = ((zxu)z2) + (zx(z2u)) e xlia'«w # L.

Thus L0 is a proper subalgebra defining a filtration of length A(L, *)—2.

If, on the other hand, oJ¡r(L0)=k and c e Lk, then (cLk)^L0 and A(L, c)^

k+\ holds. This proves

Proposition 3.   A(Z.)^<3(L)+1^A(L)-1.

A(L) = d(L)+l (equal to p-l) holds for the Witt algebra, A(L) =

<5(L)+2 (equal to 2p—2) for the Block algebra L(G„, 0,f) of dimension

p2— 1. Kostrikin stated [6] that there exists a fixed p such that A(L)^p for

all classical simple Lie algebras. The main result [7] of Kostrikin and the

extensions by J. B. Jacobs [3] and the author [9] can be combined to read:

<5(L)=1 if and only if L is classical, provided the ground field is alge-

braically closed (thus A(L)^3 in this case).

It is an open question whether there exist Lie algebras for which <5(L)=0

holds. We need a characterization of these algebras obtained in [9].

Proposition 4. Let L be a simple Lie algebra of characteristic p>3.

Then e(L)=0 if and only ifR^^Ofor all xeL.

III. Proof of the theorem. The proof is done by several lemmas. If

p=3 an elementary computation shows that L is the three-dimensional

simple Lie algebra. So we assume/»> 3. An argument of J. B. Jacobs [3]

based upon a result of Block on semisimple Lie algebras [1] ensures

0 der Si; => L z> 0 ad St

where S¿ are simple Lie algebras and der St denotes the derivation algebra

of Si. Let Sf :=S. We claim S possesses a faithful irreducible representation

module N of dimension ^p—l. If not, there exists me M such that

mS=(0). M ¡Km is a faithful module of lower dimension. By induction it

follows that S is nilpotent, a contradiction. By T we denote the represen-

tation ,S->-End(A0.

Lemma 1. For y in L, T(y) is nilpotent if and only if Ry is nilpotent.

If either (and then both) is nilpotent, then Rl = T(y)"-1=0.
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Proof. T(y) nilpotent implies T(y)p~1=0. It follows that uT((zyv))=

uT(z)T(y)p-uT(y)pT(z)=0 for all z e L, u e N, whence Rî=0.

Let R(y) he nilpotent, that is (Lypr)=0. Then Tp'(y) = X ldN because

Nis irreducible. T(y) has only one eigenvalue p and 0=tr(T(y))=p dim N.

Thus X=pv'=0, T(y) is nilpotent. T'-1(y)=0 holds for dim N^p-l.

(1) Now we assume o(S)=0.

Lemma 2.    (a) Let T(y) be nilpotent. Then it follows that NTk((ayv~1)) c

NTk(y)forallaeS, k=\, ■ ■ ■ ,p-\.

(b) IfTp~2(y)=0 then y=0.

Proof. T\ayp^)= 2 *(&, ", h+i))T(y)^T(a)T(y)^ ■ ■ ■ T(a)T(y)^K
If ij^.p—1 for some / this term vanishes. So we assume i^p—2 for ally.

We have k(p-l) = ik+x+ 2*_i i^(p-2)k+ik+x, that is ik+x=k.ifTp-\y) =

0 we can assume i,^p—3. It follows that (k = (p—\)¡2)

(_ _   1\ (j>-1>/2 /      _   i\

that is, «'(p+D/a^p-l, and ^'"((OO for all aeS. Now Jc^VO
if y^O (for <5(L)=0). There exists a e S such that z: =ayp-1^0. We have

uT^bz*-1)) = 2 uTXzWbW+Xz) = 0   for all u e N, b e S.
¿=o

From this it follows that (bzp~1)=0 for all b e S, so z=0. This contra-

diction proves the lemma.

Now let H be a Cartan subalgebra of S and 5 = 2 S«* -<V= 2 A^ decom-

positions with respect to RH and r(//).

If a^O is any root and x e Sx, by Lemma 2, NTp~2(x)^0. There

exists we TV such that wP^Ocj^O. Then the 7Yi+ia (0=i^p-2) are

(/>—1) different weight spaces. It follows that dim Nß+ix=l. Let heH.

Then

0 = tr(T(«)) = 2 (/S + ioA(h) = (p- l)ß(h) + a(n),
i=0

whence a=/3.

We proved NxT(x)^0 for all x e Sa and roots ayiO. But then dim Sx=l

is true because all weight spaces of N are one dimensional. If dim //?£ 1

there exists heH such that a(«)=0. It then holds that T(h)=0, a con-

tradiction. Therefore dim S=p holds and S is the Witt algebra, <5(S),¿0.

(2) S is classical if 0(5)=! and/»>5. If/» = 5 a detailed computation

shows that 5" has nondegenerate trace tr(T(x)T(y)), and thus is classical.

From dim N<p and [8] follows that S has nondegenerate trace form in

each case. This implies der 5=ad S.
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(3) We assume ô(S) = t>l. By Proposition 2 there exists a nilpotent

filtration ^(Sü) of length/»-3 if t=p-3 and of length t-l if t>p-3.

From Lemma 1 it follows that T(S0) is a Lie algebra of nilpotent trans-

formations on N. There exists meN, m¿¿0, for which mT(S0)=0.

We define an ascending chain of vector spaces by

7V0:= Km,       Np.= (mT(xx) ■ ■ ■ T(xA, 0^j= i, x¡ e S).

N is irreducible, so Nk=Nk+x=N for some k.

Lemma 3.   (a) ̂ nSU-*)-(P) ifi+j<p-3.
(b) NkJíNifk<p-2.
(c) dimJVy/Vi+1 = l,0^<^/»-2.

(d) There exists xeS such that Np=> 2Uo KmT'(x).

(e) a^iSt)<p-3, 6iS)<p-2.

Proof,    (a) follows easily by induction ony.

(b) JVfcr(Sp_3) = (0)if/:</»-2^/V,#7v-.
(e) is a direct consequence of (b) because dim N^p — l.

(d) If mT'-2(y) e N„_3 for all y e S, then by linearization Np_2cNP_3

holds, a contradiction. So there exists xeS such that Ni_xfi(mTi(x))

(0=i^p-2).
(e) If c e SP_2, then mT((cxi))=0 holds for all i^p-2. It follows that

NT(c) = (0) and c=0. The construction of^r(S0) implies <5(S)^(/>-3) + l.

Now we can prove

Proposition 5.   Sis the Witt algebra.

Proof. Define S0: = {z e S\mT(z) e Km}. So is a proper subalgebra

of S containing S0. If y e S\S0, then mT(y) e Nx=Km+KmT(x). It

follows that mT(y) = tx(y)m+ß(y)mT(x) and y—ß(y)x e Sq. So S¡, defines

a filtration ^(S'f) of length ^/»-2 for which dimS/S'0=l. If e1? • • •,

er e S'i are linearly independent modulo S'i+X then (exx), • • •, (erx) are

linearly independent modulo S¡ by definition of filtrations. This means

dim S'i/S'i+i = dim S^JS'i = ■ ■ ■ = dim S/S¿ = 1.

It follows that dim S=oßr(SO)+2-=p. One easily proves from this that

S is the Witt algebra.

The equality der 5=ad S holds for the Witt algebra. As the conclusion

of all this we get L=0 S(, where S( is either classical or the Witt algebra.

Now assume Sx to be the Witt algebra. We show L': =0¿>iSi=(O).

There is only one representation of Sx of dimension /» — 1, but none of

lower dimension. If we take a canonical basis (eA, — 1 —i^p—2, satisfying

eiei=(j~i)ei+i (or =0 if '+/>/>—2), then there exists u e M such that

Af=2£* KuT'(e_i), uTp~1(e_x)=0 and i»r(e1)=0 if and only if t» 6 Ku.
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This follows from [2]. From uT(L')T(ex) = uT(ex)T(L')=0 we have that

uT(L')cKu and uT(L') = (0) (for L'=L'L'). This leads to «r(e_1)r(L') =

uT(L')Ti(e_x)=0 for all i and L' = (0).    Q.E.D.
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